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Abstract. We envision an Ambient Intelligent Environment as an environment with
technology embedded within the framework of that environment to help enhance
an users experience in that environment. Existing implementations , while working
effectively, are themselves an expensive and time consuming investment. Applying
the same expertise to an environment on a monolithic scale is very inefﬁcient, and
thus, will require a different approach. In this paper, we present this problem, propose theoretical solutions that would solve this problem, with the guise of experimentally verifying and comparing these approaches, as well as a formal method to
model the entire scenario.
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1. Introduction
Intelligent environments are a wonderful example of ubiquitous computing[1], but ask
two different researchers what an Intelligent Environment is and you’ll probably get
two very different answers. In our vision, Intelligent Environments tend to be common
spaces (such as the home or the ofﬁce) which contain a plethora of embedded computer
devices that help enrich user experiences. These devices are generally interconnected by
a network infrastructure (most likely a Local Area Network (LAN)), and controlled by
a group of intelligent agents. Environments have a set of users, with each user proﬁle
containing their own set of preferences and applications.
Applications have a speciﬁc meaning in this context, for example: each light in the
environment has a Universal Plug and Play (uPnP) wrapper which exposes functionality
of the light across the network. This means that the light power can be changed, as well
the dimming level of the light. Having control over individual lights, while beneﬁcial,
isn’t exactly desirable. Ideally we would have control over groups of lights (e.g. living
room lights, kitchen lights and so on). It follows that upon an event triggering (e.g. a
DVD player powering on), this could trigger a rule in the intelligent agent, causing the
living room lights to be dimmed and the curtains to automatically close. This would be
called the ”movie application” - users can create these applications as they need and/or
desire.
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These environments are able to recognise human occupants, reason with context and
program itself to meet user(s) needs by learning from their behaviour [2]. The University
of Essex has a purpose built Intelligent Environment, the iSpace, which is a fully functioning apartment (complete with bedrooms, kitchen, bathrooms etc.), which has been
augmented by intelligent agents and a plethora of sensors. The iSpace contains false
walls and false ceilings, allowing devices to be embedded directly into the framework of
the apartment. This is used as a model deployment and is a template to shape new spaces
such as the iClassroom and an ofﬁce based scenario.
ScaleUp is a research project, led by the Intelligent Environments Group (IEG) at
The University of Essex. The aim of the ScaleUp project is achieving large scale Intelligent Environments. This project has already been outlined in a previous paper published
by the IEG [3]. The existing implementations tend to be the size of a single apartment,
which in their current format present scaling issues when attempting to create monolithic
sized environments. It is natural progression that these environments need to scale up so
it is vital that these scalability issues are solved. In this paper, we introduce the problem
in more depth (Section 3) and then move onto the proposed solutions, either a centralised
user-proﬁle respiratory, a quite literal ”mobile” user proﬁle or a hybridisation of the two.

2. Initial Survey of existing Work
During the initial survey of existing work on large scale intelligent environments, two
issues become apparent very quickly; while there has been a signiﬁcant amount of publication on the topic of intelligent environments[4][5], there is signiﬁcant fragmentation
in the language used to describe these environments (even to the extent whereby the environment itself has different naming conventions[6]). This fragmentation causes difﬁculties ensuring the different research groups are talking about the same subject. In order
to keep consistency with the IEG at Essex, we shall be using the language expressed in
their published papers[7,8].
Some of the earliest examples of a purpose built intelligent environments are the
”Intelligent room” built in Bristol, UK [9] and the iSpace built at The University of Essex [10]. Since then, the ﬁeld has made massive strides of progress, with other spaces
being built; examples including workplace environments: the ”smart lab” at the University of Deusto and recreational purposes[4] and home place environments: the Phillips
”HomeLab”[11], which is a fully functional apartment similar to IEG’s iSpace. The
Cisco ”Internet House”, while larger than an apartment, was built to show an environment with an ”always-on” internet connection and appliances which could be controlled
via the internet. The theory that these other environments propose would allow them to
ﬁt into the model this paper proposes; creating potential opportunities for collaboration
between research groups, which would hopefully lead towards the uniﬁcation of research
in this area.
The other issues is that of all the major publications read, rather than how these environments interact and communicate between each other, the focus was on the internals of an intelligent environment[12]. Naturally, there is a lot of novel research still required for the internals of intelligent environments, ranging from the automation of these
environments (through the use of embedded agents)[13,14], to the Human-Computer
Interfacing[15,16]; it is vital this research continues as the model presented in this pa-
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per, means that each environment is self-governed and thus will still require a high level
of individual intelligence. M. Habib published a paper [17] on bringing together geographically separated intelligent environments. However, this paper uses a virtual world
in an attempt to bring together these geographically separated environments (similar to
the concepts in [7,18]). We are aiming more at bringing together these environments in
the physical world; though it would be feasible to say these ideas could be implemented
in the virtual world as well. At the time of writing, this is the only paper to solely focus
on merging smaller scale environments into a larger one. However, it has been noted that
there is a need to start scaling up existing implementations of pervasive computing [19].
The fact that the majority of these publications only brieﬂy touch upon the topic on the
communication between intelligent environments and scaling, provides further emphasis
on the originality and novelty of the proposed research area.

3. Problem Deﬁnition
Most computer systems authenticate a user at initial login session [20] and Intelligent Environments conform to this paradigm; requiring users to explicitly ”login”, using some
form of contextual credentials in order to access the assets within that environment. In
their current format, scaling up the existing implementations presents issues; keeping
track of multiple users in a large area, ensuring each user has continuity of experience
and in particular the ”humanistic” problem of continually being forced to re-authenticate
oneself via entry of username and password. This is the equivalent of having to dig your
front door key out of the bottom of your bag each time you wish to enter your house,
it would ideal for the house to simply ”know” who to grant access to. To solve these
scalability problems, the project envisions creating a set of independent spaces that are
treated as a traversable set rather than a monolithic environment.

Figure 1. (a) shows a large scale IE actually consists of a network of smaller, individual IEs. (b) shows that
these individual IEs have no requirement to be geographically co-located to be considered within a Macro IE

Figure 1.a shows the set of environments that are geographically co-located but this
need not be the case; the environments can be distal or proximal. The connections between each environment is electronic so there is no requirement for them to be on the
same campus, territory or even country. You’ll notice in ﬁgure 1.a that the border is dotted; this represents a ”region” [21], a concept which is discovered in detail in section 5.
It is entirely feasible to create these Large Scale Intelligent Environments (as shown in
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Figure 1.a) in Essex, Saudi Arabia and the United Arab Emirates, and as long as they
can communicate electronically then they may exist as a Macro Intelligent Environment
(Figure 1.b illustrates that the ”regions” represented in Figure 1.a can be geographically
sparse).
Users will have a set of environments that they are familiar with (there exists a mutual acceptance of data between the user and the space), and can roam freely between
each environment (assuming they have the authorisation to do so). Solving this problem
is signiﬁcant because the core aspect of an ”Intelligent World” is the ability to roam freely
between these individual ”islands” (individual environments), while enjoying technological transparency and continuity of experience[22,23,24]. In order to ensure the user experience is consistent across multiple environments, each user must have a proﬁle that is
mobile and can follow them around. In this way, the continuity of user experience can be
maintained.
As a consequence, it is important that the users proﬁle follows them between environments. When a user roams between multiple, individual environments, how does the
environment obtain the relevant information (environment preferences, authentication
and authorisation details, available applications) about that user?
Another advantage with using a set of traversable, individual environments is it allows ”fences” to be created within the Macro Intelligent Environment. Using a university as an example, the entire campus would be the Macro Intelligent Environment, M.
Each department within that university could contain 2-3 of their own individual environments, IE. A student who studies Mathematics probably wouldn’t gain any advantage of using an environment in the English department, so it logically follows that the
Mathematics student can only access the environments associated with his department;
but you still want to keep that technological transparency and continuity of experience
between the environments he has authorisation to use.
This creates ”virtual” large scale intelligent environments, within an existing large
scale intelligent environment. The beauty of this solution is that it can keep going down
as many layers as is required. These ”virtual” large scale intelligent environments augment the work started in [7]. The internals of these environments are not perfect either;
the technology currently used to expose the assets within the environments has a large
margin to improve[25]. While these are important problems that need to be addressed
(especially if these environments are to be used in real time computing), they are out of
the scope of this paper.
So far, we have talked about Macro Intelligent Environments from a management
(top down) point of view, but there is another vital perspective that needs to be addressed;
the user’s perspective. The model proposed for Macro Intelligent Environments is very
dynamic; individual environments can be introduced and removed with relative ease.
With the ability to create departments, as mentioned above, it also means that each user’s
perspective of the environment may differ. This also introduces some interesting insights
into the way security management would work for MIE; the traditional role based security or user based security models may not ﬁt, forcing an entirely new model to be
created.
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4. Proposed Solutions
Generally, in computer science, the word macro is used to deﬁne an input pattern (usually abbreviated) that will create a larger, more complex output[26]. However, the word
macro is from the greek (μακρσ ) for ”big” or ”far” and it is an amalgamation of these
deﬁnitions we used when creating ”Macro Intelligent Environments”. A Macro Intelligent Environment is a composition of several smaller Intelligent Environment instances
that are integrated to form the whole. This means each member of a Macro Intelligent
Environment is autonomous and self governing, providing an abstraction to the Macro
Intelligent Environment. This is in contrast to the Monolithic Intelligent Environment
that would attempt to manage all the low level details for all the spaces from the top
down. It is possible to create an abstract outline for all the proposed solutions:

Figure 2. The key is used by the user to grant access to the Intelligent Environment

The similarities between all the solutions are such that once a user has gained access to the space, their user proﬁle is acquired from somewhere. Although not explicitly mentioned, security is a vital role in Macro Intelligent Environments, thus we have
used a ”key” to represent this security layer. This key could be any appropriate security
solution: something you know (username/password), something you have (RFID tag) or
who someone is (biometrics)[27,28]. There will need to be another server which contains
these authorisation and authentication. Figure 2 shows that the user requires some form
of key to gain access to the space (and the use of that key disappears once the user has
gained entry, as shown in the reaction rule in Figure 2). Figure 2 looks very similar to
Figure 3 presented in 4.1 - however one fundamental difference is the repository isn’t
explicitly deﬁned.
In order to create our Macro Intelligent Environments, there are a plethora of suitable
solutions available, this paper proposes three solutions to the problem:
4.1. Cloud Server
Cloud computing is a marketing term used for the delivery and/or consumption of computing services over a network (usually the internet). With cloud computing the end user
isn’t aware of the implementation of the server but is merely concerned with the delivery
of the service. With this solution, the user information will be stored on the server, and
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upon successful user authentication, the environment will attempt to retrieve the user’s
proﬁle from the cloud server. This method still requires the user to carry around a trusted
device / token of some description but it would only be used to gain entry to the environments. As shown in Figure 3, the notion of some form of key is still required to gain
entry to the environment, but upon successful entry, the reaction rule shows that the key
and authentication server play no further role. Each individual component in Figure 3
is shown to be contained within separate ”regions”[21] but it is possible for them to be
contained within the same region.

Figure 3. User 1 enters the iSpace and it immediately communicates with the Centralised User Repository.

Take this example: Jenny is a lecturer at the University of Essex, she is currently
working in the iSpace, preparing her next lecture. The time approaches for said lecture so
she leaves the iSpace; everything she has been working on is being uploaded and stored in
the cloud as she walks to the iClassroom. When she arrives at the iClassroom, she gains
entry by waving her RFID tag over the reader, prompting her proﬁle be downloaded from
the cloud, which recognises her status as the teacher and automatically adjusts the lights
in the classroom for teaching mode. She pulls up the lecture slides she was previously
working on in the iSpace and is almost immediately prepared for the students to arrive
in the classroom.
This scenario immediately presents some potential issues that will need to be resolved; if a connection cannot be established to the server, is the user not granted access?
Does the environment load a blank proﬁle locally and attempt to synchronise at given
intervals? The advantage of using formal methods to model this is we can anticipate for
this sort of problem, and hopefully come up with a suitable solution during the modelling
stage (rather than hacking around at code in the last minute!).
This description of the cloud server sounds like a simple ﬁle host, serving and storing
ﬁles when requested but this would be severely underusing the power of server side technology available. We envision the server actually providing services to the user, which
would be available in most, if not all, of the environments that user has access to. These
services would be synonymous with the services provided by the space itself; the user
would be unaware of what was providing the services, just that the services are available
for consumption. One such function is a messaging service; take the previous example
of our lecturer, Jenny. Fellow lecturer Ingrid wishes to contact Jenny immediately but
doesn’t know where she is. The server would know whether Jenny was currently active
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in an Intelligent Environment, and providing Ingrid was also in a similar environment,
she could send a message to Jenny via the server; acting as a simple routing host. This is
similar to how instant messaging traditionally works but illustrates how the cloud server
could be used as more than just a ﬁle repository. This leads onto the concept of ones entire
presence following them around the Macro Intelligent Environment, their preferences,
their documents, communications...the possibilities are endless.
4.2. Trusted Device
A trusted device is a device that the user would carry around with them the majority
of the time. The most obvious example would be a smartphone, and seeing how smartphones allow the deployment of powerful applications, it makes them suitable to play
this role. This trusted device would contain all the relevant information about the user
on the device itself; upon successful user authentication, the environment would then retrieve the information from the device. This method has the advantage of not required an
internet connection (or a complex network); thus being ideal for remote locations where
a strong internet connection isn’t available (e.g the International Space Station).

Figure 4. User 1 enters the iSpace and it immediately communicates with the Trusted Device to learn about
the user.

Figure 4 shows the user still requires a key to gain entry to the IE (subsequently
also requiring the server architecture for authentication); however, with the advances
in mobile technology (particularly Near Field Communications) it may be possible to
combine the trusted device and key. Once the user has been granted access to the space
then no interaction occurs externally from the intelligent environment (as shown in the
reaction rule of Figure 4).
We cut back to our lecturer Jenny. Again, she is working in the iSpace, ready for her
lesson in the iClassroom. This time when she leaves the iSpace for the classroom, the
information is stored on her trusted device (which in this case is her smartphone). She is
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”logged out” of the iSpace when her trusted device is out of range of the environment
(either the environments local area network or some location system, such as ubisense).
On the way to the classroom, Jenny makes changes on the trusted device that affect her
proﬁle. When she comes into range of the classroom, the trusted device automatically
connects to the network, sends a handshake message, if accepted, she will be logged into
the space and granted access. As before, the information will be pulled off the device
(including the new changes) and she will be ready to teach.
As before, this presents some potential issues that will need to be resolved. In an
ideal situation, every member would have the exact same trusted device but in reality the
fragmentation of smartphone devices is somewhat prevalent in the consumer market so
it is of utmost importance that we keep the core logic written in a way that is supported
by the majority of devices available, thus resulting in only having to develop a unique
presentation layer for the different devices.
4.3. Hybridisation of A. and B.
Subsequently, comparing the two previous approaches to determine the most appropriate situation in which to implement each solution, could lead to a series of scenarios
where one solution outshines the other and vice versa. Following on, the idea of a hybrid
solution could solve most of the potential issues raised by each individual solution.

Figure 5. User 1 enters the iSpace and it immediately communicates with the Trusted Device to learn about
the user, then sends this information to the Centralised User Repository.

As with Figures 2-4, the user requires a key to gain entry to the intelligent Environment. Figure 5’s reaction rule shows that once the user is authenticated that the space has
an active connection to both the trusted device and the Centralised User Repository.
The hybridisation of the previous two solutions provides a more complete system as
it inevitably cuts out some of the problems presented. The idea behind this approach is
to use the trusted device to store the user’s proﬁle and the server to also store the user’s
proﬁle (as well as other ﬁles that may be too large to ﬁt on a trusted device). When
the user authenticates, the proﬁle is pulled from the trusted device and any subsequent
changes are saved to both the device and the server.
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5. Introduction of Formal Methods
When designing a system, it is typically good practice to at least sketch a design ﬁrst.
For example, when designing a C++ program, you may use UML diagrams to show the
class inheritance structure of the program. This gives you an insight into the properties of
the system you’re designing; how all the components interact, and wherein any potential
problems may arise. The advantage of formal models is they usually give substantial
evidence that these properties will hold.
Usually, Formal Methods are only used in the development of high-integrity systems (due to the associated cost with using Formal Methods)[29]. With Macro Intelligent
Environment’s vast size, it isn’t only a case of designing a framework but essentially it
is an entire eco-system being created; this requires extensive planning and modelling to
ensure the proposed solution is going to work. Obviously, with a system of this size, not
every problem can be anticipated at the design stage but it worth the time taken to do so.
Fragmentation of research into Intelligent Environments was mentioned earlier; different research groups have very differing opinions on what an Intelligent Environment
actually compromises. Due to this, there hasn’t been much research into creating a formal model for Intelligent Environments. This raises questions on whether the research
will be into the formal methods of Macro Intelligent Environments or into the middleware; but that is synonymous with asking whether programming is about UML or software development. It is the entire model that we are trying to capture, at both the design
stage and the implementation stage too.
The concept of using Bi-graphs as a formal framework for description, design and
analysis is discussed in [30], though the ideas have been around for longer. As the name
suggests, Bi-Graphs consist of two graphs; a place graph and a link graph. These two
graphs share nodes. the place graph is restricted to a tree (no cycles), whereas a link
graph tends to be a hyper-graph (a link can connect more than two objects)[31]. By
representing both components of the bi-graph in one picture, we can get an impression
of object locations and connections simultaneously[7].

Figure 6. This ﬁgure shows the underlying bigraphs ((a) and then the result of representing both the graphs in
one picture ((b).

Bi-graphs offer a simple understanding of newly introduced concepts and show possibilities for specifying behaviours at more than one level of abstraction. All the ﬁgures
shown in this paper are themselves Bi-graphs. While Bi-Graphs are a high level, visual
formal model, it is possible to break them down into their algebraic form (however this
is not within the scope of this paper). To give an example of their use, ﬁgure 7 shows
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Figure 7. Jenny uses the keypad to gain entry into the iSpace. The key persist as it contains a link outside of
the region.

our lecturer Jenny transitioning from outside an Intelligent Environment to inside, using
a persistent key (which in this case, is a keypad on the wall next to the door).
You’ll notice the dotted line in Figure 7, this represents a region. It allows the BiGraph to give a notion of locality for individual components (this case, Jenny approaching the iSpace and using the keypad on the wall of the iSpace to gain entry). Figure 8
shows that you may have multiple regions contained within the same bi-graph, which in
turn means that the place graph will contain a forest of tree graphs, one for each region.

Figure 8. Jenny leaves the iSpace, walks over to the iClass and gets ready to use her one-time-use key to gain
entry to the iClass.

Figure 8 shows the scenario explained 4.1 where Jenny is preparing a lecture in the
iSpace, then physically travels to the iClass; which is geographically located elsewhere
from the iSpace. We have only scratched the surface on using bi-graphs as a formal
method of modelling Intelligent Environments but there is far more use than modelling
the simple descriptions contained within this paper. It ranges from using a trace graph
to predict how a system will react depending on which order reaction rules take place
to using non-determinism to capture the complex details of a reaction rule. The use of
bi-graphs as a formal model for Intelligent Environments is introduced in further detail
in [32].
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6. Conclusion and future work
It is the natural progression for these Intelligent Environments to start increasing in size,
and this paper presents the one of the major problems with expanding the existing implementations. The solutions presented are only theoretical solutions, and while initial
experimentation work has started (in the form of a paper published in the 2012 IEEE
International Conference on Fuzzy Systems[14]), there is still much work to undertake
implementing these solutions and experimentally verifying the outcomes. An in depth
comparison of the approaches will also need to be undertaken, in order to fully appreciate
with solution works best, and in what scenario. One interesting outcome will be whether
the hybrid approach is a ”one-size ﬁts all” solution or whether the other approaches outshine it in certain situations. The connection between the theoretical practice of formal
methods in Intelligent Environments and the practical implementation based off these
models is a vaguely explored area, yet is proving to be an exciting one. We are hoping
to use this work as a springboard to create interest and a community around this topic in
order to further explore it.
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